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Fall 2018 Small Business Owner Report
Letter from Sharon Miller
We are pleased to present the fall 2018 Bank of America Small Business
Owner Report, a semiannual study that explores the perspectives,
aspirations and concerns of small business owners around the country.
This fall’s report finds business owners poised to end 2018 on a high note.
Four in five entrepreneurs anticipate year-over-year revenue growth, and
many plan to expand their businesses. Strengthening these growth plans
is a groundswell of economic optimism as business owners are increasingly
confident in the continued positive performance of both the national
economy and their local economies.
At the same time, concern over many economic issues has abated. While health care costs continue
to top the list of small business worries, concern about this issue has dropped to its lowest level in
six years. Similarly, anxiety over corporate taxes has reached a new low, decreasing significantly from
this time last year.
Small business hiring plans are also on the rise, having peaked to their highest level in three years.
This surge, however, brings a new challenge to the forefront: finding qualified talent in one of the
most competitive job markets in half a century.
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Pointing to the tightening labor market, more than half of business owners who sought to hire in
the past year say they had difficulty finding qualified candidates, which has hampered business
growth. As a result, many entrepreneurs are modifying hiring strategies and highlighting the benefits
of a small business work culture to increase their chances of landing top talent.
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Finally, reflecting on their careers, the vast majority of business owners say they would advise
others to pursue entrepreneurship as a career path despite the stress of business ownership. This
positive energy can be seen in entrepreneurs’ holiday plans, as a majority intend to make charitable
contributions and offer holiday perks to their employees.
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Whether you’ve been in business for decades or are just starting out, Bank of America is committed
to helping provide you with a competitive advantage to sustain and grow your small business.
Sharon Miller, Managing Director, Head of Small Business, Bank of America

Methodology
GfK Social and Strategic Research conducted the Bank of America Small Business Owner Report Survey for
Fall of 2018 online between August 30 and September 13, 2018 using a pre-recruited online sample of small
business owners. GfK contacted a national sample of 1,067 small business owners in the United States with
annual revenue between $100,000 and $4,999,999 and employing between two and 99 employees. In addition,
a total of approximately 300 small business owners were also surveyed in each of ten target markets: Atlanta,
Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, New York, San Francisco and Washington, D.C. The final
results were weighted to national benchmark standards for size, revenue and region.
Prior to 2016, previous waves of the Small Business Owner Report Survey were conducted by telephone and
while best efforts were made to replicate processes, differences in sample, weighting and method suggests
caution when making direct statistical comparisons of the results from pre-2016 and post-2016.
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Economic confidence remains high as concerns fade
Small business owners’ confidence in the economy remains strong, holding in line with the three-year
high established in spring 2018.
Bullish economic outlook
My local economy will improve over
the next 12 months
50%

56%

52%

54%

48%
38%

The national economy will improve over
the next 12 months

The global economy will improve over
the next 12 months

54% 55%

40%

46%

37%

35%

29% 31%

39%
31%

18%
19%
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2017

2018

2016

2017
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In correlation with the positive economic outlook is a drop in concern over most economic factors
shaping the business environment. While health care costs remain the top-ranking issue, it has dropped
to the lowest level in the six-year tracking history of the survey. Nearly a year after enactment of U.S.
tax reform, concern over corporate taxes has also hit a new low.
Declining economic concerns
YOY
Change

Fall 2017
Health care costs
Interest rates
Consumer spending

72%

Fall 2018
63%

9%
43%
49%

Trade tariffs and policy

1%

44%

6%

43%
43%

N/A

Commodities prices

46%

4%

42%

Strength of U.S. dollar

49%

7%

42%

2%

41%

Stock market
Corporate tax rates
Minimum wage increase
Credit availability

43%

14%

51%
35%
30%

4%
-

37%
31%
30%

Trade spotlight
Thirty-six percent of business
owners say the latest tariffs
and U.S. trade policy have
impacted their business.

8%

Positive
impact

11%
Mixed
impact

17%
Negative
impact

64%
No
impact
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Revenue, growth and expansion plans on the rise

Most entrepreneurs are poised to end
2018 on a positive note, with four in five
anticipating year-over-year revenue growth.

Rising revenues paired with the positive economic outlook are setting the stage for a year of robust
expansion. Intent to seek loan financing is also up, nearly doubling from one year ago.
Fall 2016

52%
51%

Expect revenue
to increase over the
next 12 months

57%

55%
51%

Plan to grow
business over the
next five years

56%

65%
59%
Plan to expand
in the year ahead

67%

10%
8%
Intend to apply for a
loan in the year ahead

15%

Fall 2017

Fall 2018
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Competition for talent intensifies
While business owners are pleased with the direction of the economy and planning for growth, they are
confronted with a new challenge. More entrepreneurs are looking to hire in the year ahead against the
backdrop of one of the tightest job markets in half a century.
Unemployment rate trends*

Over the last year...
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1970 1974 1978 1982 1986 1990 1994 1998 2002 2006 2010 2014 2018

24%
11%

of business owners had at least
one employee departure
of business owners lost at least
10% of their workforce

Plan to hire over the next 12 months

25%

27%

Reasons for employee
departures
Underperformed and let go

16%

30%
Fall 2016

Fall 2017

Fall 2018

A look back at turnover and hiring trends over the
last year shows signs of challenge. Of business
owners who sought to hire in 2018...

58%
50%
25%

report difficulty finding qualified
candidates to fill vacant roles

Took a position at a larger company
25%
Accepted a higher salary offer
24%
Pursued a role at another small business
22%

believe the tightening labor market had
a direct impact on their ability to hire

Retired

believe it took more time to fill
positions this year than in 2017

Started a business

*September unemployment rate from 1968 to 2018
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics

18%

9%
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Adapting hiring strategies to a tight labor market
As the competition for talent heats up, business owners share their strategies for hiring and how
they’re adjusting to recruit in a tight labor market.
Top tactics I use to find, recruit and hire qualified candidates include…
Word of mouth

Print advertisements
65%

17%
Recruiters

Job posting websites

7%

38%
Social media

Job fairs

27%

5%

Eighty-two percent of business owners say less than half of their job applicants are qualified.
To attract higher quality candidates in a tight job market I am...

25%

Shifting
to a more
flexible culture

23%

Using social
media to
attract talent

17%
Offering
higher
salaries

12%

Emphasizing
community impact
or charity work

9%

Using an
outside
recruiter

8%

Offering a
referral fee

The inability to fill vacant positions has significant ramifications, as many business owners say they
or their employees absorb the extra work.
When hiring strategies haven’t
worked, I’ve adjusted by…

50%

Taking on more
work myself

51%

Delegating
work to
employees

32%

Outsourcing
tasks

27%

Training
employees on
new skills

15%

Implementing
tech to
fill gaps
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Searching for talent and attracting candidates
As business owners search for talent, they are twice as likely to value integrity over education.
The top characteristics I look for in job candidates include...
60%

53%
46%

41%

Integrity

30% Education

Work experience

Passion for the work

19%

Tech savviness

19%

Culture fit

18% Creativity

Ability to learn new skills

10% Charisma

Eighty-two percent of entrepreneurs offer at least one perk or benefit to attract job
candidates, such as…

57%

39%

33%

31%

26%

15%

Flexible
hours

Professional
development

Flexible
work location

Discretionary
bonuses

Health
care

Retirement
benefits

As the competition for talent heats up, business owners are not willing to cede ground to larger firms
that are presumably better resourced to compete on salary and benefits.
Many believe working at a small business offers compelling advantages, such as...

61%

59%

50%

42%

35%

25%

20%

Less
bureaucracy

More
collaborative
environment

Greater
responsibility

Creative
freedom

Entrepreneurial
experience and
development

Local
community
impact

Equity growth
potential
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Millennial optimism and hiring challenges
Millennial economic and business outlook
While millennial entrepreneurs are more confident about their 2019 business outlook than the national
average, they also appear to face greater challenges with both employee retention and hiring.
68%
Confident their local
economies will improve

93%

54%

67%

Plan to expand

63%
Confident the national
economy will improve

66%
Anticipate five
year growth

55%

56%

52%

76%
Anticipate
increased revenue

Intend to
apply for a loan

57%

15%
Millennial

National Average

Millennials on hiring and retaining talent
I’ve had at least one
employee leave over
the last year

53% 24%
Millennials

National Average

Due to low unemployment,
I haven’t been able to fill
most or all open positions...
52%
52%
28%

…and as a result,
it has limited my
business growth.

82%
65%

WE’RE

Plan to hire
in the next 12 months

H IR IN G

62% 27%
Millennials

National Average

Millennial

National Average
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Career path reflections
Despite the unique challenges of managing a small business, entrepreneurs love what they do and are
highly likely to recommend that others follow in their footsteps.

90%

91%

I would recommend
entrepreneurship as
a career path.

I believe the stress
of being an entrepreneur
is worth it.

I believe the following factors have been most important in shaping my business’ success…

97%

96%

85%

78%

Hard work

Perseverance

Education
and training

Strong
business plan

76%

68%

67%

56%

Personal
network

Access
to capital

Mentors

Luck
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Holiday and local market spotlights
Business owners are feeling the holiday spirit as the majority plan to offer holiday perks to employees
and make charitable contributions.
This holiday season, I plan to…
50%

Close the office

41% Offer flexible hours or vacation
38% Give salary bonuses
33%
33%

Host a holiday party
Give gifts to employees

I plan to give back this holiday season by…

43%

18%

13%

13%

8%

Contributing
financially to a charity
or non-profit

Offering employees
time-off
to volunteer

Organizing
a charitable
giving program

Organizing
employees
to volunteer

Hosting
a fundraiser

Snapshot of business owners around the country
Boston

Most likely to give holiday
perks to employees and make
charitable contributions

San Francisco
Most likely to offer
flexible hours

Chicago
Most likely to say small
businesses can compete with
larger companies for talent

Los Angeles
Have had the easiest time
finding qualified candidates
to fill positions

Dallas/Fort Worth
Most likely to offer training and
professional development

Houston
Most confident in
their local economy

Atlanta
Experienced the
least turnover in
the last year

New York

Say passion for the work is the
top characteristic they look for in
potential employees

Greater Washington
Most likely to say the tight job
market has impacted their ability
to find candidates

Miami
Most likely to hire in the
next 12 months
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Client profile
Michael Jalileyan, Caviar & Caviar USA
When it comes to caviar, most people think of special occasions or
the holidays, but for Michael Jalileyan caviar is just another day at the
office. Drawing from his family’s 30 years of experience in the business,
Jalileyan launched Caviar & Caviar USA in Miami – just as the U.S. was
beginning to find its post-recession footing in 2010. In spite of the
challenging economic environment, Jalileyan and his team quickly rose
above the competition by offering the highest quality products,
providing top-notch client service, and utilizing eco-friendly and
sustainable methods.
Jalileyan has worked tirelessly to push his business into its current position
as one of the top domestic suppliers of caviar, offering a wide selection of
high-grade varieties under the brand name Sasanian Caviar. Even with an
extensive product list, Jalileyan has kept his pricing competitive, especially
when compared to most foreign suppliers – making Caviar & Caviar USA
a favorite among top chefs and premium grocery stores alike. Jalileyan has
even started to supply to high-end establishments, including Four Seasons,
The Ritz-Carlton and St. Regis properties.
To succeed with a national sales model, Jalileyan knew he would need
to look beyond one-time, “special occasion” caviar buyers and focus
on regular, repeat customers. Working with his Bank of America small
business banker, he launched a series of aggressive sales initiatives
and developed an expansion strategy to fulfill a larger volume of orders
during busy seasons and further diversify its offerings.
Naturally, this expansion has created the need for more employees,
but finding qualified candidates amid a tightening job market has
been challenging. “Before, we would put an ad out for an entry-level
salesperson position and receive up to 300 résumés,” said Jalileyan. “Now
we put out the same ad, and sometimes we only receive 50 résumés.”
In spite of these challenges, Jalileyan believes in his team and is confident in his product. “The bullish economy
combined with our expansion strategy has led to growth all around,” Jalileyan said. Heading into the new year, he
hopes to continue to bring Caviar & Caviar USA products to customers looking for great taste, quality and flavor
they can count on again and again.
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